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Abstract
Capital markets became more important to society once it was possible to borrow against
future revenues. States had long used this possibility, but it is generally believed that salary
loans for private people were only used from the late-nineteenth century onwards. During
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, however, salary loans were already in wide use
in Holland’s maritime sector. Even though the rules applying to these salary loans helped
solve moral hazard problems, they were still risky investments because of the high on-board
mortality rates. This paper shows how specialized financiers were able to adjust purchase
prices of loan contracts according to the prevailing mortality regime. This was a major
accomplishment since actuarial science was still underdeveloped at that time. It enabled
these financiers to run sustainable businesses and to mobilize the credit networks necessary
to fund their operations. Their complex transactions give an unprecedented insight into how
developed Holland’s financial market actually was.

1

INTRODUCTION1
The ability to borrow against future revenue was a powerful impetus to making capital
markets more important to society. Although it had been long common for states to fund
loans on future tax or toll revenues2, salary loans for private people are believed to have
been used from the late nineteenth century onwards only. This was facilitated by the rise of
wage labor, the standardization of wage rates and the regular salary payments that took
place around that time.3 The emergence of salary loans was important because it allowed
people that could not pledge or post (sufficient) collateral to borrow on the basis of their
skills and ability to work.
In some regions, however, high levels of wage labor were attained long before the
late nineteenth century. In Holland, for example, wage labor already became important
during the Middle Ages.4 During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the
preconditions for the use of salary loans were in place in the maritime sector in particular.
The rise of large employers like the East India Company (VOC), the West India Company
(WIC), the Navy and organizations managing plantations in Surinam and Guyana made this
possible. A situation thus existed in which people that would elsewhere not have had access
to salary loans in fact used them on a large scale.5 The archives of the VOC, the largest
maritime employer6, show for instance that around 532,000 of its employees signed a salary
loan during the period 1700-1794.7
This paper will focus on the salary loans of VOC employees because of the richness
of its archives. These loans differed from their nineteenth-century counterparts in two
notable ways. Lenders could not solve moral hazard problems – and maximize the recovery
rates of their outstanding loans – by regularly intimidating borrowers.8 Intimidation was a
much less effective instrument because the borrower was in or on his way to Asia. This
paper will show how the VOC helped solve moral hazard problems by instituting a detailed
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regulatory framework regarding salary loans. The high on-job mortality rates, however,
made this a necessary but not a sufficient condition for their wide use. This paper
documents how specialized financiers were able to adjust purchase prices of loan contracts
according to the prevailing mortality regime. This was a major accomplishment since
actuarial science was still underdeveloped at that time.9 It enabled these financiers to run
sustainable businesses and to mobilize the credit networks necessary to fund their
operations. Because of their unique actuarial skills and the qualitative asset transformation
that followed from this, these financiers provided an important impetus for the large-scale
use of salary loans. The case of the VOC salary loans thus gives an unprecedented insight
into how developed Holland’s financial market – one of the leading markets in pre-industrial
Europe – actually was.10
This paper will first discuss the loan contracts themselves and the various purposes
that made their use attractive to employees. Subsequently it will describe the regulatory
framework imposed by the VOC that removed the moral hazard problems for lenders. The
financiers and the techniques they used to price the loan contracts will be examined next,
followed by an investigation of the credit networks that funded them. It will then also be
shown under which circumstances this system could become unstable. The final section will
summarize and conclude.

Figures 1 and 2 about here

TRANSPORT-LETTERS
The East India Company had designed three ways through which employees could anticipate
on their future income. Upon signing each employee received an advance of two months’
wages (handgeld). Through a month-letter (maandbrief) the employee could authorize a
family member to collect three months’ wages from his salary account each year.
Additionally, the transport-letter (transportbrief) enabled him to contract a debt to bearer
that could be redeemed with the income in his salary account. The maximum amount of a
transport-letter was regulated by rank and the most common denomination was therefore
9
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150 guilders or about 13 to 17 months’ wages.11 An employee could use month-letter and
transport-letter at the same time.
Transport-letters did not carry a coupon. If lenders wished to incorporate interest
this had to be done by writing down a principal sum that was larger than the amount the
borrower had actually received. Fixing this discount was a fairly complex task because
transport-letters were usually not redeemed at once but rather through multiple payments.
Depending on the amount of salary received in Asia, fines and expenses on medical
treatment this could take several years and a number of payments.12 In case an employee
died, payments continued until his salary account ran dry and then ceased.13
Due to the high mortality rates on board, especially up to the Cape of Good Hope
(see Figure 1), and in Asia14 many transport-letters were never redeemed in full. In many
instances the bearer of a transport-letter thus only received a fraction of the amount
specified in the loan contract. The sample collected in Figure 2 shows that during years with
low mortality this fraction – the recovery rate – fluctuated between 80% and 90%, but it
could also be much lower. As lenders were unable to single out individuals that were more
likely to die than others they had to diversify their portfolios and had to apply a substantial
discount to all their loans.15 For those that survived the journey to Asia this meant that
implicit interest rates were rather high. They not only paid interest on their own loan, but
also compensated their lender for losses on his other loans as well.
Transport-letters were nevertheless used on a large scale. Figure 3 shows the face
value of the new transport-letters signed by employees of the VOC in Amsterdam. The
amount increased in the first sample years, reached a peak of 550,000 guilders of new debt
in 1750 and then gradually declined again. As 50% of the VOC’s labor supply was recruited in
Amsterdam, overall use was around twice as high. Their wide use suggests that transportletters fulfilled an important function. In fact, depending on the personal situation of
employees, the transport-letter could be used for various purposes. The literature has
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traditionally focused on its use by the Company’s foreign employees.16 Attracted by the
economic opportunities that presented themselves in Holland they came to Amsterdam in
search for work and higher wages.17 Arriving in Amsterdam empty handed many foreigners
found themselves without the reputation or collateral necessary to raise the money needed
for their daily needs. Innkeepers offered these people a place to stay in return for a promise
to join the VOC.18 As employees of the Company they could assume a debt through the
transport-letter and by giving it to their innkeeper they could compensate him for the costs
he had incurred. It has commonly been believed that innkeepers treated their guest harshly
in an attempt to maximize their return on investment. They supposedly put their guests
under house arrest and provided only the bare necessities of life to them.
The following section will discuss whether all innkeepers indeed deserve such a bad
reputation. Perhaps future employees had more leeway with using their transport-letter
than was previously thought. It will also test whether the board and lodging interpretation is
consistent with what is known about the Company’s labor supply. During the decades
immediately after its establishment in 1602 local labor markets were usually able to satisfy
the demand for sailors and soldiers. As the demand for labor grew further, workers
increasingly came from further away; first from the regions around the provinces of Holland
and Zeeland but later also from abroad. As a result only 5% of those destined to Asia in 1607
were foreigners, but this increased to 32% in 1635, 25% in 1694 and 46% in 1780.19 An
increase of the share of non-locals that used transport-letters would therefore be expected.
Despite the growing importance of foreign workers, the VOC hired many locals still
and it should not be lost out of sight that these also had their financial needs. First, the
recent literature has shown that many more of these men were married than was
previously thought.20 The long voyage to Asia and the high mortality rates thus confronted
many households with serious problems in their revenue streams.21 Second, the more
16
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experienced local sailors joined the VOC less frequently as they preferred the higher wages
and shorter voyages on the intra-European routes. The Company’s employees thus
increasingly came from the lower strata of society.22 Disruptions in household income were
obviously even more serious to these people.
Locals may therefore have used transport-letters for two reasons. The first reason
people signed and sold transport-letters was fairly straightforward: to insure the risk of
dying en route to Asia. The second reason was to create a lump sum upfront. In present-day
developing countries the ability to generate lump sums makes an important welfareenhancing contribution to the daily lives of the poor. It allows them to invest in small
companies or to send their children to school.23 The following section will present
qualitative evidence on the use of transport-letters by local employees. Again, it will also
compare the available data to what is known about the local labor supply. Based on the
above characteristics the share of locals using transport-letters should have been low
initially. The employees that enlisted with the Company then probably had access to some
financial fallback options consisting of family, friends, shop credit and pawnshops. As the
share of poor, local employees rose, the relative share of locals using transport-letters will
have increased. As in present-day developing countries these people did not have access to
alternative credit instruments and used transport-letters almost regardless of costs.24
Overall, locals presumably used transport-letters less frequently than non-locals.

Figures 3 and 4 about here

THE USE OF TRANSPORT-LETTERS BY VOC EMPLOYEES
The database VOC Sea Voyagers makes it possible to test the hypotheses concerning the use
of transport-letters as formulated above. Unfortunately, information about all c.960,000
employees that left for Asia during the period 1602-1794 has not survived. Data for the
years 1602-1632 are not available at all and for the period 1633-1794 sources were
sometimes lacking too. The database nevertheless contains information about c.740,000
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employees and is almost complete for the eighteenth century.25 Between 1680 and 1794 –
the period for which the data are most complete – almost 361,000 employees boarded a
VOC vessel for the chamber Amsterdam. In c.85,000 instances people mentioned
Amsterdam as their place of origin and c.276,000 mentioned another place. Figure 4 shows
the shares of employees within the groups of locals and non-locals that signed a transportletter.26 The long-term developments and differences between these groups are consistent
with the hypotheses formulated earlier.
Indeed many non-locals must have used their transport-letter to pay their innkeeper
for board and lodging. Whether they were always exploited by this innkeeper remains to be
seen, however. The bad reputation that innkeepers had across Europe certainly implies that
exploitation did occur.27 It also suggests, however, that many immigrants must have been
cautious not to fall into the hands of such innkeepers. Foreigners were often referred to
reliable innkeepers by friends and family members, for instance.28
The case of Georg Naporra, who joined the VOC as a sailor in 1752, demonstrates
how financial transactions between guest and innkeeper could also take place. In his
autobiography Naporra described his innkeeper, Jan Dirksen, as an ‘honest burgher’ that
treated his guests well and allowed them to go wherever they wanted. Like other
immigrants Naporra had to sign a transport-letter to be able to pay for board and lodging.
However, he was not forced to hand over the transport-letter to Dirksen but could dispose
of it himself. The available sources show that, although Naporra listed Dirksen as his lender,
he sold his 150-guilder transport-letter himself to one Herman Heyle for 86 guilders.
Naporra subsequently used the proceeds to pay Dirksen in cash and kept the remainder.
The remaining amount must have been significant for Naporra arrived in Amsterdam on 6
June and embarked on De Drie Papegaaien on 22 July. He had stayed with Dirksen for most
of this period at the rate of 0.35 guilders per week, leaving 83 guilders for other purposes.29
25
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Naporra may have used this money to purchase some travel gear. Immigrants also sent
money to their family members back home.30
Not all immigrants were as fortunate as Georg Naporra, however. The travel journal
of Danish VOC soldier Jens Mortensen Sveigaard (1670) shows, for instance, that he stayed
at an inn for 111 days at the rate of five guilders per week. Sveigaard thus owed his hostess
79.28 guilders for board and lodging. As she had also put together his travel gear (26.73
guilders) Sveigaard had accumulated a debt of 106 guilders. His 150-guilder transport-letter
apparently did not suffice to cover these expenses and Sveigaard therefore also signed a
notarized obligation for thirty guilders.31 It should not be lost out of sight, though, that the
long waiting time of Sveigaard probably was untypical. During the eighteenth century VOC
ships sailed out throughout the year32 and one could also enlist with one of the other
maritime employers.
Rather than paying for board and lodging, household revenues were the main
concern for locals. To make the transport-letter a worthwhile insurance instrument it
obviously had to pay more than the expected income an employee would earn during the
eight-month voyage to Asia. The available prices suggest that employees received a bit more
than eight month salaries when they signed a transport-letter (see below). As many onboard deaths occurred before the Cape of Good Hope – a voyage that took around 4.5
months – the salary loan might double income earned during that period.33
Similar objectives could theoretically have been achieved through other instruments
as well. No evidence of this was found, however, and there are good explanations for this.
Mutual insurance, for example, depended on cooperation and was therefore primarily used
in close-knit communities.34 Life insurance could have been an alternative, but all
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contemporary (non-maritime) initiatives failed because of the lack of good actuaries.35 Early
modern societies had more experience with life annuities, but these were not practical here
because they required the lender to present proof of life. Moreover, the borrower had to
pay interest until his death. The transport-letter was therefore a much more practical
instrument for general use.
For many of Amsterdam’s poor salary loans will have been the only means by which
they could create lump sums. Pawnshop credit maybe alleviated some of the vagaries of life,
but the proportionality of loan amount and collateral kept the poor from borrowing
relatively large sums. Many families may not even have possessed assets or will have been
unable to do without them.36 The amounts that these people could generate by selling the
transport-letter (see below) must have been of great importance in the makeshift
economy.37
Various sources illustrate the two-fold use of the transport-letter by locals. Around
one-sixth of the local employees that signed a transport-letter also signed a month-letter,
for example. As the month-letter was only payable to close family this shows that a
substantial group of locals was concerned about their financial position.38 The transportletters themselves, as summarized in the ledgers of the VOC, also show that such concerns
existed. In 1740 eight employees on board the Amsterdam explicitly stated that the “lender”
was their wife, mother or father. For a few dozen others it could be established that their
names were identical or at least strongly resembled each other.39 Establishing the use of
transport-letters by analyzing personal relationships thus remains a difficult task.
In addition to these personal links some transfer deeds provide evidence of how
transport-letters could be used. On 1 September 1758, for instance, Adam Hogenberg
(sailor, 11 guilders per month) “received” 150 guilders from Trijntje Hogenberg. On the
same day, however, Trijntje sold the transport-letter to Rutgerus Bouwens for 93 guilders.
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Quite similarly Willem van Es (soldier, 9 guilders per month) acknowledged a “debt” of 150
guilders to Dirk van Es on 29 October 1759. Dirk sold the transport-letter on the exact same
day to the widow of Jan van Velsen for 69 guilders.40 The identical surnames of “lender” and
“borrower” suggest that both parties were related. The fact that these transport-letters
were sold immediately after signing implies that the name of the “lender” had merely been
recorded pro forma. Credit had not actually been provided, but the intent was to create a
document that could immediately be sold to create a lump sum.
Reviewing the above it has become clear that salary loans fulfilled various functions.
They were used to pay for board and lodging, to insure against the risk of dying and to
create lump sums. Employees often used them for a combination of these functions. The
ability to use these high-risk transport-letters depended, however, on financiers willing to
buy them.

THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK41
The rules applying to transport-letters solved the moral hazard problems confronting
lenders centuries later. Since the VOC regulated maximum indebtedness by rank lenders
could be sure that employees did not become over-indebted. The VOC’s elaborate
administration made certain that these debt ceilings were indeed not exceeded. As a
consequence loan amount and ability to redeem were always in proportion. In addition to
this lenders did not depend on a borrower’s willingness to redeem because they could
collect payments directly from the Company. As regards collecting these payments the VOC
maintained a clear order of claims on the salary account too. The Company itself came first
if it had fines or costs of medical treatment to claim. Next, the employee himself could
receive part of his salary in Asia. As long as the transport-letter had not been redeemed in
full this was one month’s wage, but this increased to six months’ wages once the debt had
been fully redeemed. What remained was communicated to the Republic and was payable
there. The holder of the month-letter came first and the Company made sure that sufficient
money remained in the account to make this payment.42 The bearer of the transport-letter
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was the last in line with a claim on the salary account and received whatever was
remaining.43
The employee’s salary account thus played a central role in the payments from and
to the Company. The salary account of every individual employee was carefully kept in a
ledger (scheepssoldijboek) on board the ship with which he departed to Asia. Entries for the
salary advanced, the gear received from the Company and the transport-letter were already
made in the Republic. This method of bookkeeping created a deficit in the employee’s
balance sheet. During the voyage the book was further debited with, for example, purchases
of goods from the estates of deceased colleagues. Salary could not be cashed during the
voyage and was only credited upon arrival in Asia. There clerks diligently copied each ledger
for use in Batavia and sent the original back to the Republic.
At the moment employees arrived in Asia most still had negative balances, but these
gradually decreased over the years as more salary was credited to their accounts.
Summaries of these mutations were sent to the Republic annually to keep both copies
identical. This elaborate copying allowed the VOC’s cashiers in the Republic to make
payments from salary accounts with a positive balance. Once an account had run dry,
however, holders of month-letters and transport-letters had to await the arrival of the next
update before new payments could be made. As long as employees stayed alive these
payments would usually follow because employees were not allowed to leave Asia as long
as their accounts were in deficit. For practical reasons the Company could not always keep
to this principle, however, but in such instances it made sure that sufficient money stayed in
the account to redeem the transport-letter.44 Upon arrival in the Republic no debt would
therefore be remaining.
These elaborate regulations show a firm commitment of the Company to protect the
interests of the bearers of transport-letters. This must have strengthened the willingness to
invest in them. Nevertheless, transport-letters remained far from risk-free instruments.
Repayment could take quite a long time because many others held priority and mortality
43
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and desertion further increased risks. The following section will analyze how specialized
financiers assessed these risks and determined the prices that could be paid for transportletters.

Figure 5 about here

PRICING RISK
The complexity of the instrument made that financiers had to take a number of variables
into account when pricing transport-letters. The case of Georg Naporra may be used to
analyze which variables these were. Naporra signed his 150-guilder transport-letter on 14
July 1752 and presumably sold it immediately to Herman Heyle. On 16 October 1754 – more
than two years after he had purchased the transport-letter – Heyle was able to collect 76
guilders form Naporra’s salary account. A second payment of 42 guilders followed on 5
November 1755 and the third and final payment of 32 guilders was collected on 12
December 1756.45 Heyle did not leave the VOC office with 150 guilders, however, because
he had to pay 5% transaction costs to the cashier of the VOC when collecting payments.46
Heyle thus went home with 72.20, 39.90 and 30.40 guilders respectively. He could therefore
never have paid Georg Naporra more than 142.50 guilders for his transport-letter.
Of course, financiers like Heyle also had to take the opportunity costs of capital into
account. Data about Amsterdam’s private credit market suggest that during the eighteenth
century an interest rate between 2.5% and 4% was quite common.47 At 2.5% interest – a
favorable scenario for Naporra – the present value of the above series of future payments
would have been 132.32 guilders. Naporra did not receive this amount but rather 46.32
guilders less. This difference may seem large, but financiers also had to take various
operating costs into account. Many incurred borrowing costs themselves, for example, as
they financed their business with external capital (see below).48 Using the favorable rate of
2.5% interest gives a present value of 122.91 guilders; still 36.91 guilders more than Naporra
actually received.
45
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It should be realized that Georg Naporra presented an ideal scenario for a financier
because he redeemed the full 150 guilders relatively quickly. Moments and size of payments
were never certain, however, and many loans were not redeemed in full because of the high
mortality rates. Figure 5 uses historical data to model what financiers should have paid for
transport-letters. It uses the proportion of the transport-letter’s face value that could be
collected as the independent variable. This exploits the fact that a relationship existed
between mortality and recovery rates. Distinction is made between a positive and a
negative scenario. Both scenarios assume that the first payment was made after 2.25 years,
the average for employees on board the Amsterdam (1740).49 Since redeeming a bond
mostly took around four to five years, additional payments are modeled after three, four
and – if necessary – five years from sailing out.50 The positive scenario uses an interest rate
of 2.5% and assumes that the transport-letter was redeemed in three payments. The
negative scenario, on the other hand, is based on 4% and four payments.
Figure 5 shows that when mortality rates were low and recovery rates high (e.g.
85%) a financier could afford to pay 91.90 to 104.08 guilders for a 150-guilder transportletter. This shows that even under a modest mortality regime financiers could only purchase
transport-letters at substantial discounts. When recovery rates declined to 50%, however,
discounts further increased and prices ranged between 54.06 and 61.22 guilders only.
Unfortunately it is unknown which recovery rates were common when Georg Naporra sailed
out. The 86 guilders that he received for his transport-letter suggest that a rate of around
70% to 80% was used. Georg thus compensated Heyle for all those other employees that
only partially redeemed their loans.
Large discounts had nothing to do with exploitation of VOC employees, but rather
with running sound business operations. Whether discounts were excessive is hard to verify.
Only scattered evidence is available to determine to which extent financiers purchased
transport-letters at prices predicted by the above model. Prices for the town of Hoorn
(1781-1785) show that transport-letters belonging to soldiers and sailors then traded at 60
and 75 guilders respectively.51 Although this was a period of high mortality rates, especially
49
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among soldiers, it is hard to determine whether these large discounts were accurate. These
prices do show, however, that it was understood that soldiers and sailors represented
different risks and that these should be priced differently.
A number of sale contracts in the Amsterdam archive give additional evidence.52 The
150-guilder transport-letters of two cabin boys (jongen; 8 guilders per month) show an
ability to adjust prices. On 18 November 1756 one letter changed hands for 78 guilders,
whereas on 6 April 1761 an identical instrument raised only 68 guilders.53 Three other
transfers suggest that financiers also adjusted their prices based on the borrower’s capacity
to raise revenues. On 29 October 1759 the 150-guilder transport-letter of a soldier (9
guilders per month) sold for 69 guilders. A transport-letter of the same face value but
belonging to a gunner (busschieter; 11 guilders per month) raised 93 guilders on 1
September 1758. The 200-guilder transport-letter of another gunner with a similar wage
only fetched an additional 21 guilders on 16 August 1757. The Hoorn data corroborate this
finding for a group of employees that signed a 300-guilder transport-letter: those with
higher wages received a better price.54

Table 1 about here

The above data give evidence of a fairly developed system in which financiers adjusted
discounts according to changes in mortality rates and differences in earning capacities. The
available prices seem to be of the order of magnitude as predicted by the model. Obviously,
it was crucial for financiers that they got their discounts right (and diversified their
portfolios). Paying too much was not sustainable and would eventually lead to insolvency,
whereas those that paid too little would suffer from the better prices offered by
competitors. In an age without statistical software packages the task was daunting, but it
could be accomplished.55
Experience in dealing with buying transport-letters may have enabled financiers to
identify profitable strategies. The case of the Carstens family demonstrates how this
52

SAA, 5060, 170.
Whether the physical condition of employees was taken into account is impossible to verify.
54
Based on Van Alphen 1988, 42.
55
Murphy 2009 showed, for example, that traders in London could price option contracts almost three
centuries before a formal model was developed for this.
53
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worked. This family business was established during the late seventeenth century by
Anthonie Carstens sr. and Jannetje Jans. It was most likely this Jannetje Jans to whom
employees of the Surinam Society recognized debts in 1696. As these debts were held by
someone else, Jannetje must still have operated as an innkeeper.56 She stayed in that
business and established an inn with her new husband – Gerrit Closman – after the death of
Anthonie sr. (1695). It was Closman that eventually combined the inn with holding on to
transport-letters. From 1707 he did this together with Christoffel Melis and in 1713 Closman
gave up the inn to fully specialize in buying transport-letters. After Melis’ death (1719) Jan –
the son of Anthonie sr. and Jannetje – joined his stepfather. Jan’s son, Anthonie jr., joined
the family business in 1725 at the age of eighteen. Although Closman retired as transportbuyer in 1727 and Jan died in 1763, Antonie jr. stayed in the business until he eventually
failed in 1777 (see below).57
The main strategy the Carstens family employed for determining discounts was
presumably the formation of a large portfolio.58 A large portfolio, after all, gives a better
approximation of the true mortality rate than a small portfolio would. Table 1 illustrates
how the three most important financiers in 1740 formed large and diversified portfolios.
They did not restrict their investments to this particular ship either, but also invested in the
other ships that sailed out for the chamber Amsterdam that year. Financiers like Jan
Carstens, Abraham van Roijen and Reinier de Wolff repeated such investments year after
year and amassed large portfolios of transport-letters.
For one Amsterdam financier, Jan Simonsz, this portfolio is also known. At the time
of his death in 1708 Simonsz possessed 1,701 transport-letters.59 Simonsz owned transportletters from Amsterdam (956), but also had sizeable investments in Hoorn (203), Enkhuizen
(242) and Zeeland (300). Evidence from Delft illustrates the process through which
Amsterdam financiers managed to acquire a position in these other VOC chambers. The
Delft chamber offers a unique insight for it required non-locals that cashed a transportletter to submit to local law.60 The possibility to distinguish between locals and non-locals
was used to determine that only 30.7% of the 1,335,260 guilders cashed during the period
56

NA, 1.05.03, 541 f.1. See Van Hoboken 1954 for this other person, Harmen Warsinck.
Van Alphen 1988, 80-82.
58
Possibly financiers also used correspondents at the Cape of Good Hope. Cf. Moree 1998, 58-74; Moree 2003,
***.
59
Van Alphen 1988, 61.
60
***.
57
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1721-1756 was collected by locals. Interestingly, however, the distribution between locals
and non-locals was not fixed throughout this period. People from Delft dominated initially
but were gradually overtaken by outsiders (see Figure 6).61
The single most important financier was Anthonie Carstens jr. He collected 520,000
guilders: 56.2% of the amounts cashed by non-residents and 38.9% of overall payments.
Anthonie jr. ran operations of a similar scale in Rotterdam62 and was also found in
Enkhuizen.63 His success not only derived from his ability to accurately assess discounts but
also from the fact that he was able to efficiently fund his business. This not only depended
on credit being cheaper in Amsterdam than elsewhere in the Republic.64 Financiers like
Anthonie Carstens jr. were also highly skilled in mobilizing a large network of lenders. The
following section will discuss these networks.

Figure 6 about here

FINANCING THE FINANCIER
Although their portfolios of transport-letters were large, the annual income of financiers
was modest. The fourteen financiers identified in a 1742 tax report, for instance, had a
combined annual income of only 15,200 guilders. The four largest of them – including
Anthonie Carstens jr. – reported an annual income of 1,500 guilders.65 Contrary to what was
previously thought financiers thus only received a modest compensation for the amount of
capital and work they put into their businesses. This suggests that discounts were indeed in
line with those computed in Figure 5. Additionally, many of them must also have been
dependent on external funding to finance their operations.
Jan Carstens, who reported an income of 1,000 guilders in 1742, may serve as an
example.66 At an annual return of 2.5% his income represented a wealth of 40,000 guilders,
but this would not have been sufficient to finance his purchases of transport-letters. If he
61

Amsterdam financiers had an advantage in realizing economies of scale. The local VOC chamber was the
largest in the Republic and Amsterdam was home too to the WIC, NAVY and a number of plantation
companies. This gave local financiers a competitive edge over financiers from other towns.
62
***.
63
Van Alphen 1988, 115.
64
Database publicly registered and notarized loans.
65
The list also included the other two financiers mentioned in Table 1. See Van Alphen 1988, 56-57, who based
himself on Oldewelt 1945.
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Van Alphen 1988, 57.
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replicated his purchases from employees on the Amsterdam (Table 1) on the other fifteen
ships that left town that year, he may have bought over 600 new contracts. Taken at 80
guilders each these transport-letters represented a value of around 50,000 guilders. Since
financiers repeated such purchases each year, Carstens would have spent over 100,000
guilders before he was able to collect his first payments. A successful financier was
therefore not only able to adjust discounts, but also very skilled in mobilizing a large
network of lenders.
Fortunately for these financiers the Dutch Republic was home to many people that
had money to spare for investment. This had already enabled the Dutch public authorities to
issue a sizeable domestic debt and had also made possible considerable foreign
investments.67 However, many of these investors had long time horizons and preferred lowrisk investments. It was the accomplishment of the specialized financiers that they were
able to turn transport-letters into exactly such an investment. Their actuarial skills enabled
them to compute and pass on risks to the employees that signed a transport-letter. This
strongly reduced the risk of lending to these specialized financiers and that enabled them to
attract funding under normal conditions. They were thus specialists in qualitative asset
transformation. They attracted funding from people who were too risk-averse to invest in
transport-letters themselves, but who were willing to lend safely through normal
obligations. The financiers then used this money to invest in the more complex and risky
transport-letters themselves. Unfortunately, no ledgers of financiers have survived to
illustrate this practice in detail but the insolvency file of Anthonie Carstens jr. (1777) offers
some valuable insights.68
It is not fully clear how many people exactly lent money to Carstens, but they seem
to have numbered at least 62. Their addresses situate many of these people in the better
parts of town.69 In general these people seem to have felt safe to lend their money to
Carstens. Satisfaction with Carstens’ business is reflected, for example, in the long-term
relationship with at least one lender. Johannes Caudri provided 11,800 guilders to Jan and
Anthonie Carstens through five obligations. The first obligation from Jan (2,000 guilders)
67

Riley 1980; Dormans 1991; Van Bochove 2008, 127-136; Gelderblom and Jonker 2011.
SAA, 5072, 2896. It is not clear what the reason for this insolvency was, but the high mortality and low
recovery rates of the 1770s (see below) were probably responsible for it.
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mentioned in the insolvency file dated from 1 November 1754 and 1755. The second
obligation (1,000 guilders) was dated 1 March 1759. Anthonie borrowed on 1 November
1756 (1,800 guilders), 1 July 1758 (2,000 guilders) and 16 January *** (5,000 guilders).
Lenders seem to have been satisfied with private loan contracts rather than
notarized contracts.70 On 1 April 1770 Geertje Heijdeman bought a private life annuity from
Anthonie Carstens for 600 guilders. Private loans were also provided by Sara, Elizabeth and
Johanna van Heijningen: 3,500 guilders on 1 January 1764 and 2,500 guilders on 12
December 1765. Mattheus van Heijningen also possessed a private bond for 4,000 guilders
(1 January 1764). It is also noteworthy that lenders did not charge excessive rates of
interest. Geertje Heijdeman received 24 guilders or 4% per year on her life annuity.
Heijdeman previously received 3.5% on her 1756 obligation of the same capital sum that
was converted into this life annuity. Mattheus van Heijningen also received 3.5% on his
obligations. It should not be lost out of sight that transport-letters were also handed over as
collateral, but this was common practice even for highly respectable merchants.71
In addition to this the high number of female lenders (27) could point to a stable
business too. Since widows often lived from the revenues of their investments, the number
of widows within this group (13) is of particular importance.72 The existence of clusters of
lenders further suggests that lenders recommended Carstens to each other. Abraham
Swartwout occupied a central position in one of these networks. The list shows that four
other lenders – Jan, Cornelis and Sara Swartwout as well as Barta van Essendaal – stated
they lived with Abraham. Another such network centered around Abraham Wijnands. In this
case Elisabeth and Helena Wijnands and Helena Honnoré stated a similar address.
This scattered evidence suggests that the buyers of transport-letters were a regular
part of Amsterdam’s credit market. The activities of Carstens and other financiers produced
an equilibrium in which funding could be attracted and transport-letters could be used
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Database publicly registered and notarized loans shows that neither Jan nor Anthonie recorded a loan
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extensively by VOC employees. Yet, it was not a segment without its problems. The
following section will discuss how frictions could upset the status quo.

FRICTIONS
A deeper understanding of what could upset the business of financiers requires a closer
inspection of their pricing of transport-letters. What the financiers’ skills enabled them to do
was to price transport-letters when recovery rates were stable in the short run. As long as
changes emerged gradually over time financiers could adapt to the new circumstances.
Events that suddenly took them outside their safety margins, however, jeopardized the
income and financial position of their businesses. The non-arrival of updates and rapid
increases of mortality rates were the main culprits.
Updates that arrived in the Republic with some delay did not nearly upset income as
much as updates that did not get there at all.73 The latter had to be established by the VOC
before it could request new updates to be made in Batavia. It might take years for these
new updates to be compiled and to arrive in the Republic. In the meantime financiers did
not receive payments on their transport-letters and this was a major impediment to those
that strongly relied on external funding. The case of Abraham van Roijen (see Table 1)
illustrates this. In December 1746 he was forced to borrow heavily because the updates on
board the ship Nieuwland had not arrived in the Republic. This ship had set sail from Batavia
on 10 January, but went missing on its way to the Cape of Good Hope. Interestingly, the two
notarial deeds listed the VOC as his lender. Both on 14 and 27 December Van Roijen
received a 10,000 guilder loan at 3% from the Company. In return he offered a general
mortgage and handed over transport-letters to the value of 40,000 guilders as collateral. An
important condition for Van Roijen was that he could redeem the loans once the updates
had arrived in Amsterdam.74 Unfortunately it is unclear whether the VOC stepped in
financially on more occasions to support financiers like Van Roijen.
Although the non-arrival of updates caused financial frictions between income and
expenditure, it did not exert an impact on recovery rates. In this respect an unexpected
increase of mortality rates – especially up to the Cape of Good Hope – was a more serious
73
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170.
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threat. Financiers were rather vulnerable to this because they could not change their
discounts ex post. Although mortality rates always fluctuated they were never that high and
never increased so rapidly as during the 1770s (see Figure 1). During these years many
employees died of typhoid and especially the VOC’s military personnel was hit hard.75
Anthonie Carstens probably was another victim: he became insolvent in 1777 (see
above). Those that managed to stay in business sharply increased their discounts. This was
of particular importance for those employees that stayed with innkeepers prior to
departure. The large discounts made it difficult to use transport-letters to compensate
innkeepers for their services. Since future employees could no longer rely on them to
provide board and lodging the labor supply of the East India Company was jeopardized.76 To
ensure it had enough employees the VOC eventually turned into a financier itself. In 1772
the chamber Enkhuizen was the first to do so. During the 1770s the VOC purchased
hundreds of transport-letters, but mainly those belonging to soldiers. Between November
1774 and December 1780, for instance, the small Hoorn chamber financed 420 soldiers.
Until 1779 Amsterdam had done similarly for 1,534 soldiers. Due to the Fourth Anglo Dutch
War (1781-1784) the VOC was forced to purchase the transport-letters of other employees
as well. During the years 1781-1786 Hoorn purchased 1,124 transport-letters and Zeeland
bought 3,839 transport-letters during the years 1783-1789.77
The VOC also resorted to using recruiters to enlist soldiers from 1780 onwards. A
recruiter (werfofficier) received the rank of lieutenant (50 guilders per month) and he could
hire three corporals (14 guilders per month) to assist him. The recruiter would receive 100
guilders per eligible recruit. When he managed to raise a hundred men within a year he
received a bonus of 600 guilders and would go to Asia at a salary of 80 guilders per month. If
he would not succeed this would be 300 and 50 guilders respectively. Soldiers would receive
a chest and kit from the VOC. They could not sign a transport-letter and would not be paid
during the voyage to and from Asia. Upon arrival in Asia, however, they would receive 100
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According to Bruijn 1976, 223 the mortality rate was 23% during the period 1770-1775. Bruijn, Gaastra and
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guilders.78 The database VOC Sea Voyagers shows that recruiters were responsible for
almost 18% of the labor supply of the chamber Amsterdam during the period 1780-1794.
In addition to these measures the VOC also hired complete regiments abroad. The
Württemberg, Luxembourg and De Meuron regiments represented some 4,750 men.79
Combined these various measures enabled the VOC to attract soldiers – and to a lesser
extent sailors too – but it had to provide a substitute for the market in order to accomplish
this. The equilibrium previously realized by the financiers was thus replaced by one
maintained by the Company itself.

CONCLUSION
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries salary loans were widely used in the Dutch
Republic’s maritime sector. Employers like the East India Company facilitated the use of
these loans in order to satisfy their large demand for laborers. To attract sufficient numbers
of employees they had to address their financial concerns. This paper showed that the main
reasons for signing a transport-letter were to pay for board and lodging, to insure the risk of
dying and to generate a lump sum. The sustained use of transport-letters was only possible,
however, because two fundamental problems were solved.
It was demonstrated that the VOC had put in place clear rules applying to transportletters. This removed moral hazard problems and protected the interests of lenders. This
made sure that a willing group of buyers existed for these transport-letters. It was further
shown that specialized financiers were able to accurately determine the risks of transportletters through the formation of large portfolios. Their actuarial skills enabled them to
approximate their present value. This was a crucial accomplishment for it allowed them to
determine the price at which they could trade and make their long-term investments. This
also made it possible to tap into the wealth of risk-averse investors to fund their businesses.
Qualitative asset transformation was at the core of their operations. Unlike what was
previously thought, the market for transport-letters was fairly efficient. Prices seem to have
been in line with those predicted by the present value model and the income of even the
largest financiers was modest. The VOC thus provided a unique case to demonstrate how
highly developed Amsterdam’s financial market actually was.
78
79
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Nonetheless, specialized financiers were not immune to shocks. Updates that did not
arrive could lead to an imbalance between income and expenditure. These, however, could
more easily be coped with than with sudden shifts in the mortality regime. The rapid
increase of death rates during the 1770s – caused by an outbreak of typhoid – upset the
equilibrium that had existed previously. High mortality rates not only forced financiers to
increase discounts, but also confronted them with large numbers of transport-letters that
did not perform as anticipated. To maintain its labor supply the East India Company was
eventually forced to establish a new equilibrium by becoming a financier itself.
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Table 1: The three most important financiers of the Amsterdam (1740).
Jan Carstens
SAILORS
Bootsmansmaat
Derdewaak
Hooploper
Jongmatroos
Kwartiermeester
Matroos
Onderkuiper
Onderstuurman
Onder(scheeps)timmerman

Abraham van Roijen

Reinier de Wolff

1
0
3
8
1
4
0
0
0

0
0
4
5
0
2
1
1
0

0
1
4
2
1
3
0
0
2

SOLDIERS
Adelborst
Bosschieter
Konstabelsmaat
Lanspassaat
Sergeant
Soldaat
Tamboer

1
2
0
1
0
19
1

0
6
1
0
0
9
0

2
3
0
0
1
24
0

Sailors
Soldiers
Total

17
24
41

13
16
29

13
30
43

41.5%
58.5%

44.8%
55.2%

30.2%
69.8%

% Sailors
% Soldiers

Source: NA, 1.04.02, 6106.
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Figure 1: On-board mortality rates of VOC employees.
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Source: Bruijn, Gaastra and Schöffer 1987, 163.
Note: The mortality rate has been calculated as total deceased employees relative to the
number of employees shipped to Asia. The number of employees that died after the Cape
was not available for the periods 1780-1790 and 1790-1795.
Figure 2: Recovery rates in Delft and Enkhuizen as a percentage of the face value.
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Source: Van Alphen 1988, 52-53; ***.
Note: The Delft data are rates per ship whereas the Enkhuizen data are rates for a number
of financiers.
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Figure 3: Face value of all new transport-letters in Amsterdam in selected years (in guilders).
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Source: NA, 1.04.02, ***.
Note: In these sample years 134 ships sailed out for the chamber Amsterdam. The total face
value was listed as a summary statistic in 106 ledgers. For the missing cases the debt was
estimated based on the average debt per ship (I) and the average debt per tonnage (II).
Figure 4: Share of employees on board Amsterdam VOC ships with transport-letters.
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Source: Based on VOC Sea Voyagers.
Note: Employees that joined the Company through a recruiter were not included.
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Figure 5: Estimated present value of a 150-guilder transport-letter.
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Figure 6: Payments to locals and non-locals in Delft.
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